
October 3 2018 
 
The Committee of the Whole 
Chairman Phil Mendelson  
1350 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Suite 105 
Washington DC 20004 
 
CC: Councilmembers: Trayon White., Brianne K Nadeau, Jack Evans, Elissa Silverman, Robert 
White, David Grosso, Kenyon McDuffie, Brandon Todd, Mary Cheh, Anita Bonds, Vincent Gray 
 
Re: DC Music Community Coalition Set of Required Edits to the Amplified Noise 
Amendment Act of 2018, Draft of Amended Legislation, Results from Community Sound 
Amplification Test and Testimony on Behalf of Listen Local First and over 60 local 
musicians and music organizations.  
 
Dear Chairman and Members of the DC Council, 
 
The DC music community would like to thank you all for scheduling a second hearing on Bill 
B22-0839 the Amplified Noise Amendment Act of 2018 and B22-900 the emergency version of 
the legislation. Listen Local First and over 60 local musicians and music organizations 
throughout the DMV urge the council to revise the legislation by adding the requirements agreed 
upon by the music community and accept this research and testimony into the public record.  
 
Introduction 
 
Public performance and street performance by DC musicians is part of the cultural fabric of this 
city. Gogo bands, brass bands and street drummers have been performing on DC street corners 
since the birth of the Soul Searchers.  The sound of DC is beat driven, the sound of DC is the 
sound of musicians performing to protest and to be recognized.  This sound is uniquely DC and 
is what gives our amazing public spaces so much of their character.  Any legislation we adopt 
needs to also be our own and unique to creative performance in our city.  
 
Today street performance and busking is not only a way to support a music career and gain 
experience but it is a platform for recognition.  In the age of Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube 
every passerby has a broadcasting platform in their pocket where they can broadcast to their 
unique and vast networks the incredible sites and performances they witness throughout the 
day.  Our street performers don’t just perform on the street because they cant get booked in 
venues they perform to reach vast audiences all over the world and to get tapped to perform on 
shows like The X Factor, NBC’s The Voice and America’s Got Talent.  
 
The music community’s review of recent reports of noise complaints from residents, confirmed 
that the parts of the city that have logged the most complaints about outdoor public 
performances also happen to be the areas of the city that have the fewest venues or restaurants 



that host live music.  These neighborhoods also happen to be some of the most tourist trafficked 
areas of the city.  Musician want to perform in these neighborhoods where they can regularly 
reach new audiences whether they reach them indoors at a venue or outdoors on the street.  
 
The development and growth in many of these downtown neighborhoods has been exponential 
over the past decade. Such a rapid change in demographic and population can bring great 
benefit to a city but it can also easily destroy the entertainment feel of a neighborhood which 
was a large reason for the increased development in the first place. It is the responsibility of the 
city and our elected officials to make sure that as we grow we put the appropriate measures in 
place to preserve the cultural identity of our entertainment districts which are a draw for 
residents and tourists from around the world.  We understand that this legislation will not 
safeguard our music community from the displacing forces of urban development but we expect 
that the next steps will be to adopt a citywide acknowledgement of the Agent of Change 
Principle. This principle states that new development in all neighborhoods bear the additional 
cost and responsibility to ensure that they do not become and agent of change to the 
established fabric of a neighborhood.  
 
The Road to Collaboration 
 
Members of the music community have spent the entire summer meeting on a regular basis, 
reviewing the two versions of the legislation, taking sound measurements throughout the city 
and coming up with a series of amendments and suggestions that would allow for musicians to 
safely continue the time honored tradition of public performance while respecting the growth and 
changes that our neighborhoods continue to go through.  
 
Over the summer representatives of the community took the time to meet with the Chairman, 
MPD and members of the Turn it Down Coalition to express the needs of the music community 
and hear the concerns of some of the residents and local businesses.  Additionally we 
organized four separate outings at different times, days and locations to measure decibel levels 
and distances to try to discern what is the fairest standard for the city to adopt.  A recap of the 
results of thost tests can be found in Appendix B.  
 
After reviewing testimony, meeting with multiple partners, talking with a broad sector of the 
music community and running numerous tests.  The DC music community sets forth the 
following changes that need to be made to the current versions of the legislation in order to 
have our support.  We believe that if following edits are adopted in the legislation they would 
protect and provide the music community with enough information to eliminate of 90% of the 
noise complaints in the neighborhoods of concern.  
 
 
 
 
REQUIRED EDITS TO THE LEGISLATION 



 
1) Change the Title 
 
The music community feels strongly that the current title should swap the word “Noise” with the 
word “Sound.”  Labeling the legislation the “Amplified Sound Amendment Act of 2018” will give 
the appropriate deference to the creative community rather than equating their art form with a 
public nuisance.  
2) Remove criminal liability or jail time as a penalty.  
 
While the emergency legislation does in fact remove the the penalty of jail time.  The music 
community cannot accept any legislation where jail time or confiscation of sound equipment is a 
penalty.  Additionally we ask that the Council remove the language “It shall be unlawful” from 
line 54 of the original legislation and line 42 of the emergency legislation. 
 
3) Remove requirement for enforcement and fines issued by MPD. 
 
Police officers in DC have a lot of responsibility as it stands.  We believe we do not need to add 
enforcing sound legislation to that ever increasing list of responsibilities.  Just like parking 
enforcement in this city falls under the department of public works and not MPD, sound 
education and enforcement should not fall under MPD.  Additionally in the current environment 
where cities are doing their best to limit public confrontation between police officers and 
residents, asking police officers to levy fines on musicians in the street seems to be a recipe for 
disaster,  
 
We do not want to specify exactly how the city should enforce any future legislation but there 
are a number of possible solutions within the scope of the existing legislation and within the 
creation of a potential Commission on Nightlife and Entertainment.  
 
4) Make clear that Legislation is limited to amplified sound and not instrumental sound. 
 
The current legislation specifies amplified sound but through numerous meetings with various 
parties of interest and testimony from the first hearing, it is clear that the parties who have 
introduced this legislation want to eliminate and regulate all sound whether not it is amplified.  
 
5) Proposed Sound Level Measurement  
 
After weeks of running tests, speaking to musicians and consulting with sound engineers 
throughout the city the community has come up with a proposed sound level measurement and 
standard that we feel represents a solution best suited for DC. We propose the following: 

● Sound level must not be higher than 110db at the source of amplification OR  
● Sound Level may not read above 80db in the nearest occupied residential or commercial 

(place of work) establishment. (this is the law currently in place) 
 



In addition we recognize that the current 80db standard is restricted to certain residential zones 
but we would be ok with the standard applying to all residential and commercial zones by 
amending section 20 DCMR 2799.  
 
Finally we expect any official operating a decibel reader to be a certified professionally trained 
sound engineer and be extremely well versed in the many facets of the sound amplification 
legislation.  We recently had an experience where a city official currently tasked with monitoring 
sound complaints joined us in our public sound testing sessions and he was unaware of the 
current standard under the code.  
 
6) Procedure for Addressing Violation 
 
The Music community has come up with a procedure for implementing fines under this 
legislation and we ask that the council adopt this procedure into the final bill.  

● Warning - First the artist receives a verbal warning from the designated enforcement 
officer. (non MPD).  

● Best Practices Guide - the verbal warning comes with an informational guide to be 
handed out to every street performer.  The guide will provide clear information about the 
new legislation and fines, it will provide best practices for equipment set up and sound 
levels when performing in public space and it will give information about areas that allow 
the artist the best performance opportunities. 

● Time to Abate - After the warning musicians must be given reasonable time to abate the 
noise infraction (i.e. time for all musicians to be properly notified there is a violation and 
test sound levels to re-calibrate PAs)  

● Second Warning (has to be during the same performance time frame) - When a second 
warning is issued, the artist will be given a notice of violation with fines between 
$25-$50.  Artist should be able to pay fines online and payment plans should be made 
available. $10 assessment fees can be levied after 30 days with a payment plan option 

 
The music community believes strongly in this structure because playing music a little too loud 
should not be treated as a public nuisance like littering and likewise does not equate to the 
severity of potential damage associated with a speeding violation.  We also believe that the best 
practices guide alone is a way to provide valuable information to musicians that will allow them 
to self correct any potential infraction in a respectable manner. We believe that the warning and 
the guide alone will reduce a majority of the noise complaints writ large..  
 
7) Gas Powered Generators 
 
We recognize that the emergency legislation includes a section on eliminating the use of gas 
powered generators for performers.  This part of the legislation does not acknowledge that 
smaller models of hand held whisper generators used to power amplification equipment do not 
create noticeable additional ambient noise. However if the council proceeds with including this 
part of the legislation we require that the following language be incorporated. 



● First time violators should receive a warning with busking best practices and 
environmental reasoning as to why gas generators are banned. 

● Fine for generators should not rise above $50 and the same procedure for our proposed 
noise violation should be followed 

● Fines for generators should not be piled on top of Sound Violation.  The artist shall 
receive either a fine for a sound level infraction or use of a generator 

● Educational Material on where to obtain battery powered generators must be included in 
best practices informational material 

● The city should consider working with a local music equipment distributor and offering 
coupons for the purchase of new battery powered amps for musicians.  

 
Over the past couple weeks, a number of performers reached out to let us know that up until 3 
years ago musicians had places where they could plug into electricity by the metro stations. 
This access to electricity actually limited where musicians could perform at these locations and 
often times the locations where under covered areas that limited the way sound would travel. 
Since the electricity was sealed off, artists have brought out generators and have been able to 
perform anywhere.  We would welcome the city reopening these electrical outlets for musical 
performers.  
 
On a related point many of the complaints about sound come from residents and businesses in 
older buildings or buildings with lower quality windows and poor insulation to sound.  In the 
hearing the councilmembers made it clear that they would not be willing to impose additional 
costs on developers and condo boards to abate some of the sound bleed in these entertainment 
districts.  Yet by imposing a ban on gas powered generators the council is de facto imposing 
additional costs on the musicians who now have to go out and purchase brand new battery 
powered equipment.  
 
Final Thoughts 
 
The DC music community thanks you for taking the time to consider all of our amendments to 
the legislation.  Appendix A includes our version of the amended draft of the legislation that 
incorporates our requests.  Appendix B provides a summary of the sound testing done with 
Chairman Mendelson and the turn it Down Coalition over the past month.  
 
We hope the Chairman and the Council takes this opportunity to see that the music community 
as not just a loose affiliation of individual performers but an organized network of creatives who 
understand the legislative process and want to make the city better for everyone.  Musicians 
want to play music and they want the public to enjoy that music.  It is not in the music 
communities best interest to play music that is too loud. However DC music is filled with beats 
and horns,the influences of gogo hip hop and jazz and it is not quiet music.  We want to make 
sure that DC Music is not forced to change its inherent character due to the sensitivities of a few 
and and the lack of an established Agent of Change Principle that preserves the character of 
our entertainment districts.  



… 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Chris Naoum - Listen Local First, Funk Parade, Arts Action DC, Kingman Island Bluegrass and 
Folk Festival (programmer) 
Graham Smith-White - The Infinite Goodness 
Dior Ashley Brown - Musician 
Aaron Myers - Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation 
Herb Scott - Capitol Hill Jazz Foundation 
Molly Ruland - One Love Massive 
Katea Stitt - Musician and Manager  
Kymone Freeman - We Act Radio 
Matthew Dowling - Musicians with The Effects, Paperhaus and SWOLL 
Jennifer Langer:  ECE (agency), Band Leader- Moonshine Society, Musician- The Ron 
Holloway Band 
Rev. Erik W. Martinez Resly, Co-Director, The Sanctuaries 
Sriram Gopal - Jazz Musician 
Luke Stewart - Jazz Musician  
Margaret Gilmore - DC Public Library, programs coordinator 
Joy Ford Austin - Director Humanities Council DC 
Kevin Erickson - Director of the Future of Music Coalition 
Anna Harwell Celenza - Thomas E. Caestecker Prof. of Music Georgetown University 
Jim Thompson - Multiflora Productions 
Nico Hobson - GoWin Radio  
Jamal Gray - Uptown Art House, Musician 
Clifford “Cartel” Bussie - Musician & Organizer 
Ronald Dixon, Studio202 DC 
Rodney Yarborough, BLIS.fm 
Julianne Brienza, Capital Fringe 
Odetta Hartman - Musician 
Katea Stitt - Interim Programming Director WPFW 
Paige H Muller - Curious Caravan 
Jess Elliot Myhre - Musician  
Danielle Vu - Musician  
Mylie Durham - Growroom Productions 
The Experience Band & Show 
Alex Tebeleff - DCDIT, Musician 
Stephen Baiyewu - Trillectro  
Dior Ashley Brown- Emcee, Actor, Poet-Leader of The dAb Band, Founder of the DC Music 
Summit, 202 Creates- Creative 
Miles Ryan - 7DrumCity Owner & Founder 
Joshua Carroll, Catharsis on the Mall, Revolutionary Motion 



Myra Sinnott “DJ BEATrix” - Musician, Meso Creso 
Mary-Elizabeth Claire Novak, DC Voter and member of Meso Creso 
Graham Robertson - Musician, AZTEC SUN; 7DrumCity Employee 
Rose Jaffe - Local artist and owner of “The Stew” Art and Community Space  
Allison Guy, Meso Creso 
Jessica Reid, Meso Creso 
Beth Ferraro, The Art Island  
Marcus Moody, The Hip-Hop Orchestra. Artist and Arts Administrator.  
Mandy Lee, Love + Solidarity Collective and DC voter 
Scott Brown, Musician, Love + Solidarity Collective and DC voter 
Hasan Bhatti, Musician/Artist Organizer, Love and Solidarity Collective, The Sanctuaries, Arts X 
Action 
Raha Wala, DJ, Meso Creso 
Anand Mylapore, DJ, Meso Creso 
Kokayi - Musician 
Elijah Jamal Balbed - Musician 
Capitalbop  
Rhizome DC 
Maplehouse Collective 
Artists for a Free World DC 
Morgan West - A Creative DC 
Chris Bulbulia, Funk Parade; Arts Action DC; Musician - Dr. Badlove and the Remedies 
Ryan Sarafolean, AZTEC SUN 
Adam Kent, AZTEC SUN 
Anastasia Antoinette, Champion Sound Band - Musician 
Alex Haederle, Champion Sound Band - Musician 
 
 
Appendix A - Draft Legislation Edits 
Appendix B - Community Sound Testing Notes and Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 1 - DRAFT EDITS TO THE LEGISLATION 
 



BE IT ENACTED, BY THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OR COLUMBIA, That this act may be 
cited as the “Amplified Sound Amendment Act of 2018”. 
 
Sec. 2 Title 20 of the District of Columbia Municipal Regulation (20 DCMR § 100 et seq.) is 
amended as follows: 

 (a) Chapter 27 (20 DCMR § 2700 st seq.) is amended as follows: 
 

(1) Section 2799 (20 DCMR § 2799) is amended by striking the phrase 
“does not exceed 80 decibels inside the nearest occupied residence in the 
districts zoned R!-A, RI-B, R-2,R-3, or R-4” and inserting the phrase “ does not 
exceed 80 decibels inside the nearest occupied residence in all residential 
(mixed use or commercially) zoned district, as those terms are used in 11-A 
DCMR § 101.9 and 101.10" in its place. 

 
(b) Section 2800 (20 DCMR § 2800 et seq.) is amended as follows: 
 

  
(1) A new subsection 2800.2A (20 DCMR § 2800.2A) is added to read as 

"2800.2A The Volume of outdoor sound shall be controlled so that: 
(i) it will not exceed 110 decibels measured directly at the source 

of amplification. 
(ii) The base level for all certified decibel readers measurements 

must be established at the Ambient Noise Level.  
(iii) Officer using measurement equipment is a certified trained DC 

based sound engineer well versed and familiar with the legislation.  
 

 
(2) A new subsection 2800.2B (20 DCMR § 2800.2B) is added to read as 

follows: "2800.2B Any violation of 20 DCMR § 2800 shall be addressed through a two 
step process: 

(i) First a certified city designated and professionally trained sound 
engineer (either DCRA or Commission on Nightlife Employee) shall issue 
a verbal warning and provide the violating party with official literature on 
best practices for public sound amplification. 

(ii) A warning shall be served along with a certified public 
performance best practices guide or information sheet educating 
performers about the legislation and providing them information and 
resources on how to best manage their equipment to perform within the 
set limits 

(iii) after receiving a verbal warning from a designated 
enforcement official and reasonable time has been given to abate the 
infraction, a notice of violation shall be issued and punished by a fine of 
fifty dollars ($50). 



 
 

(3) A new subsection 2800.2C (20 DCMR § 2800.2C) is added to read as 
follows: "In the event of any violation of, or failure to comply with this section, each and 
every day of the violation shall constitute a separate offense, and the penalties 
described in this section shall be applicable to each separate offense. 

(i) If a fine is not paid within 30 days the violating party shall be 
offered a payment plan or an assessment fee of ten dollars ($10) shall be 
added to the fine. (A fine must be able to be paid online) 

 
(4) Section 2800.3 (20 DCMR § 2800.3) is amended to read as 

follows:"2800.3 A person participating in a parade, public gathering, or demonstration 
conducted pursuant to a permit issued by the Metropolitan Police Department (as 
provided for in 24 DCMR, Chapter 7), if required, is exempt from the noise disturbance 
standard and the requirements of this section. 

 
Sec. 3. The use of gas generators shall be prohibited in the public space  

(a) except for:  
(1) Construction purposes; 
(2)Special events; or 
(3) Licensed or permitted activities. 

(b) A fine for the use of a gas generator in support of amplification equipment as part of a 
public performance shall not exceed fifty dollars ($50) per performance incident.  

(1) The fine shall not be levied on top of a sound violation 
(2) First time violators receive a warning and best practices guide including an 
explanation of why the city is banning generators for environmental reasons 
(3) The guide must provide resources on where, how, and what discounts are 
available for musicians who wish to purchase battery powered amps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX 2 - COMMUNITY SOUND TESTING NOTES  
 
Sound Tests w/ Chairman Mendelson Wednesday 8/22 and Friday 8/24 
 



Location: Chinatown (7th & H St NW) and Farragut North (Connecticut & K St NW). 
 
Notes from Sound Engineer: 
At China Town it was raining so no regular buskers were present. Aaron and Herb arranged 2 
horn players from Capitol Hill Jazz to be present with backing tracks. We determined an 
approximate location for 250 ft from the performers and proceeded to measure using my SPL 
meter (a real one, not app). At 250ft it was pretty much impossible to measure the music as 
different from the ambient noise. A passing bus was 90dB. At ~150ft it was possible to hear it 
but still not differentiate with a meter. At the Chairman's request we then had the performers 
crank the volume on the backing tracks. We measured at the source and measured at ~150 ft 
again. (250ft was pretty much ambient.) At the source, right next to the speaker, we had 
105-110dB. This translated to about 80 db at our ~150ft measure. 
 
*** 80dbs is almost equivalent to sound at a conversational level speaking over ambient noise*** 
 
At Farragut North there was a trombone player performing to backing tracks who has a regular 
presence there. We let him do his thing and took readings around the area, inside nearby 
businesses and at 250ft. The performer was pretty constant with his volume changes as they 
relate to traffic, etc. It was actually interesting to watch. In general his amp was about 90db at 
the source and Horn ~100dB. Inside the bank next to his location the volume was around 
65-70dB.  
 
The performances in both locations were pretty standard and not the type of thing most folks are 
having problems with.  
 
For a number of reasons, a measurement scheme which uses "at the source" measurements is 
a likely middle way forward with this issue.  

1. A level of 110dB roughly works out to the scenario of ~75-80dB at 150ft.  110dB at the 
source equates to about 105dB where the musician would stand infront or to the side of 
the amplifier 

2. It is self police-able. Performers do not need to be in 2 locations at once to gauge how 
loud they should be. They can take a measurement at their location and adjust 
accordingly. (this can be facilitated by calibrating an app on their phones or inexpensive 
SPL meters.) 

a. It does not place the burden on the performer to account for the acoustic 
abnormalities of the space they are in. 

 
 
Sound Test w/ Listen Local First Thursday 8/20 at 5:00pm 
 
Location: Metro Center Station corner of 12th and G St NW 
 
NOTES: 



We ran a 5000 watt Solar Powered PA System right in front of the metro entrance on the 
sidewalk 
 
Ambient Noise Level - 65-70dBs 
 
Level at Source - 105-110 dbs (Oscillating Range) 
  
Level at 100ft - 72-78 dB - music is audible but at conversational level on the sidewalk 
  
Level at 150ft - 65-70 dB (music was clearly audible but not above ambient noise level) 
  
Level inside Insight Opticians 53-60 Db - we were picking up the music in the store over the 
music outdoors. Speakers were 30ft from the entrance.  
 
 
Sound Test w/ Listen Local First and Turn It Down Coalition - Tuesday 8/25 - 4:30pm 
 
Location: Sound measurements from 3 locations: Entrance to Gallery Place 7th and G St NW, 
Apartment on the 6th Floor, Corner of 7th and H St NW. 
 
Ambient Noise Level: ~65dB 
 
NOTES: 
We ran the tests with a 5000 watt solar powered PA system out of the back of a van at 7th and 
G St NW.  We used the sound system at 7th and H St NW but there was also a performer that 
showed up with a trombone and a battery powered amp.  
 
Tests at 7th and G St NW: 
We performed tests at this location at 80, 100, 110 and 120dBs at the sournce and measured at 
a distance of 100, 150 and 200ft.  
 
At 80dBs - a normal conversation could be heard above the music at the source.  Sound was 
barely audible at 100ft 
 
At 100dBs: 100ft (~72dB) 150ft (~66dB) 200ft (~68dB) 
At 110dBs: 100ft ( ~74db) 150 ft (~72dB) 200ft (~69dB) 200ft (inside Smoothie King - inaudible 
~61dB) 50ft (inside Chipotle - inaudible ~68dB) 50ft (inside Clydes inaudible 66dB) 
At 120dBs: 100ft (~85dB) 150ft (~81dB) 200ft (~77dB) 50ft (inside clydes barely audible but can 
feel vibration ~69dB) 100 ft (across the street at Legal Seafood inaudible ~58dB) 100ft (across 
the street inside WeWork inaudible ~55dB) 
 
Test Inside Apt in Gallery Place on the 6th Floor 
 



At 120dBs: ~55dBs but the noise is not muffled is is clearly audible 
At 100dBs: ~ 50dBs but the volume is not high but the sound and the beat are still audible. 
 
Test at 7th and H St NW: 
 
3000 watt PA - had to use a different sound decibel reader  
At 100dBs: 100ft (~77dB) 
At 110dBs: 100ft  (~80dB) 
At 120dBs: 100ft (~87dB) 
 
Trombone Player with PA 
20ft away measurement range (~83-93dB) - horn is louder than PA. 
Horn and PA measurement at source (~101dB) 
Horn and PA measurement at 100 ft away (~76dB) 
 
COMMENTS: 
All seemed to agree that 80dBs was too low and 120dBs was too loud.  110dBs from various 
distances was audible but not overwhelming at all.  100dBs could easily be shouted over and a 
loud bus could easily overwhelm the sound.  
 
The measurements in the apartment in Gallery Place was troubling.  First of all there were no 
curtains or blinds and no sound dampeners.  The sound was not loud but it was very clearly 
audible as if the window was not providing any barrier.  The windows at Smoothie King, Chipotle 
and Clydes blocked out almost all of the sound.  
 
If you placed your head below the window the sound almost disappeared but the windows ran 
from the ceiling to about 2 ft above the floor.  Any and all noise from the street, a bus, people 
screaming, cars honking was audible from the apartment.  
 
To us this seemed like a very serious structural problem that a developer or builder needs to 
pay to rectify we cannot go around shushing people on the street.  
 
 
 
 
 


